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An Alpine
Anniversary
The console engraving takes more than 100 hours to create by hand.

aguar’s sensational E-type celebrates its 60th
anniversary this year marking six decades
since unveiling a gray coupe and green

polished stainless-steel exhaust with a deeper tone

roadster at a world debut in Geneva, Switzerland,

grill emblem, fuel cap, center console, and on the

in March of 1961. To commemorate the occa-

clock face in the gauge cluster. The beech-rimmed

sion, the brand’s classic division is creating six

steering wheel features a 24-carat gold horn button

limited-edition matched pairs called the E-Type

and included in the purchase is a tailor-made car

60 Collection.

cover, tool roll, and jack storage bags.

than the original.
The special edition’s logo is included on the front

Paying homage to the originals, six coupes are

A distinctive touch is the custom-engraved

painted in an exclusive Flat Out Grey while the

center console showcasing the epic route made

other six roadsters come painted in Drop Every-

by those first two cars which drove from Jaguar’s

thing Green.

headquarters in Coventry, England, to the Geneva

The coupes receive Smooth Black leather upholstery while the roadsters are fitted with Suede
Green leather.

debut.
Included in the purchase is a special recreation
of that trek. In the summer of 2022, a curated mo-

All 12 are powered by a 265-hp, 3.8-liter six-cyl-

toring experience will have customers driving that

inder engine paired to a five-speed manual trans-

same path through central Europe. Along the way,

mission. The powertrain will receive upgrades like

they’ll indulge in exclusive stays, fine cuisine, and

an electric cooling fan, electronic ignition, and a

epic E-type adventures.
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Matt Avery is an automotive author, journalist, and
historian. He’s worked for BMW and Mercedes-Benz
and has produced content for MotorWeek, Cars.com,
Hot Rod, and Mecum Auctions. Visit: themattavery.com.

